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ARDXC Officials and Addresses 
Committee 
Officers: Tony Magon (President), Robert Fitzgerald (Vice-
President), John Wright (Secretary), Geoffrey Wright (Treasurer) 
Ordinary Committee Members: David Brown, John Sanderson, 
Dennis Allen, Denis Smithson. 
Correspondence for Committee: John Wright, 71 Hilton Ave, 
Roselands NSW 2196.. 
 
Annual Membership Fees (from 1/7/2013): 
All prices quoted in Australian dollars and include GST. 
Australia $62 (Student under 18yo $31); 
NZ, Pacific & Asia $84; Rest of the World $98; 
Family Membership $10 
Email only membership $20 Australia (or US $20 overseas) 
Email + Hard Copy Membership $70 Australia 
Sample copies of the ADXN are available for $5 (or equivalent) 
from John Wright, 71 Hilton Avenue, Roselands, NSW, 2196. 
Email inquiries can be directed to dxer1234@gmail.com 
 

 
Editorial Deadlines & Addresses 

Next deadlines: 
Apr 2019 (Issue 623): Friday 29 March 2019 
May 2019 (Issue 624): Friday 26 April 2019 
 
SW Trail, On Air and Editorial 
Craig Seager, 12 Pellion Place, Windradyne, NSW, 2795 
(email: shango12@gmail.com) 
Broadcast Band/FM/The Listening Post 
John Wright, 71 Hilton Ave, Roselands NSW 2196. 
(email: dxer1234@gmail.com) 
Utility 
John Volpato, PO Box 247, Deakin West, ACT 2600. 
(email: john@volpato.net) 
Amateur 
Bob Ronai, (email: vk2bob@gmail.com) 

 

News from Club HQ (with John Wright) 
Welcome to the March 2019 ADXN. Well, still, plenty of 
information and loggings.  
 
Well, lucky for me I took some days off as have a heap of news! 
As is customary we welcome new members and re-joining 
members. 
 
2825 Kevin Ryan from Reading in England. Welcome Kevin 
and feel free to introduce yourself, say with the equipment you 
use. Always of interest! 
2826 Ashley Kirton from Bald Hills, Brisbane QLD. Is good to 
see a father/son in the club. Smiffy in Brisbane has more tricks 
to listening that you can imagine, hope you make it to a club 
meeting. Ashley is AL’s son, Radio 4KZ Innisfail. 
2827 Sydney Brooksby from the adjoining suburb to 
Roselands, Penshurst), in Sydney. Sydney has already visited 
my place! Sydney has the Realistic DX-160 receiver. Sydney 
also is an amateur VK2FAGC, I am sure Sydney will come 
along to the Sydney meetings.  
2651 John Papas from Hamilton in Newcastle has re-joined! 
Always great to see you John! We said hello to John at the 
Wyong Field day. 
2777 Nick Hacko from Seaforth in Sydney also at the field day. 
Great see you Nick again welcome back. 
523 Dan Henderson from Maryland USA Great to see you 
back here Dan, a number of members are from overseas these 
days, with modern day gadgets and the internet the world is a 
very small place, so we look forward to any information you 
have Dan! 
2756 Peter Pompe Kraainem Belgium has also re-joined and 
great to have you back. Peter lives near some of the famous 

battlefields from WW1. Peter feel free to let us know what your 
listening to and the equipment ie antennae and receivers you 
use. 
 
Okay, well this means we have 155 members in our 
organisation and you’re all welcome to contribute. 
 
Wyong Field Day  
I’d like to thank Tony Magon and Bob Ronai (VK4 BOB) all the 
way from Cairns, from their assistance with the field day. 
 
The Central Coast Amateur Radio committee is a lot different 
from the committee three years ago, from our last field day.  
 
A few issues and the biggest one was that we had a position 
overlooking the entire Wyong Race course from the top floor in 
the grandstand. This meant we lost the passing trade from 
down on ground level. Secondly, the passes to get in, well they 
were supposed to send out these to myself for distribution, but 
for three weeks the only thing I could do was email and phone 
the Field day committee. No answer till Friday 3pm. No tickets 
then it was organised to go to the main gate and it was all 
organised. Wrong, we weren’t on any list, so handwritten onto 
the list. However, Bob Ronai had trouble getting in, but Bob 
won through, thank goodness.  
 
As we had 4 seasons in one morning, sun, rain, wind for 20 
minutes and heavy cloud cover, the flea market survived as 
there weren’t that many “fleas”, or sellers. However, Tony 
Magon and myself before the gates opened had a quick look 
around, and I ended up with a TRIO 9R59DS in mint condition 
for $120-00. However, the test is tomorrow when I go to my 
mates Rob’s and test it on the variac to build up and reform the 
capacitors etc….(240 V) straight away can blow up a set not 
being used for years.  
 
Tony bought some spare parts. Also, an Icom R9000 for 
$1,100-00 and a FRG 7 $180-00, no power plug, from the same 
vendor that sold me the TRIO. These towards the end of the 
day were still awaiting a buyer.  
 
Those members at the field day were Bob Yorsten (VK2CAN), 
on his new high powered V8 buggy, (always great to see Bob, 
always one for a laugh and joke). Craig Seager, John Schache 
and Phil Ireland all from Bathurst. John Sanderson, Ian O’Toole 
and his wife Pat, John Karas, John Papas, Nick Hacko, Steven 
Carr, John Faulkner, and my mate Max McCelland from 
Newcastle. Bob Ronai Cairns, Tony Magon and myself. Also 
seen was Kevin Branch, and hopefully Kevin re-joins. 
 
It remains to be seen if the field day will occur next year as the 
attendance was really poor compared to previous years. Hardly 
any fleas selling stuff and there was plenty of parking spaces!  
Previous years it was a fight for any space at all. It’s really up 
for discussion whether we go again. 
 
Promotions 
DX PROGRAMME ON AIR! 
ARDXC via Unique Radio 5045 kHz 1000-1015 UTC (9pm 
Sydney, 8pm QLD time). Monday nights only 4th March, 11 
March, 18 March, 25 March. Special QSL cards 30 koala cards 
for reception reports to my address as below. We also 
acknowledge AL Kirton Radio 4KZ 5055 for his passing certain 
to our club. 
 
Tecsun Radio 
Limited Edition Polos now available! 
You asked for it and we made it! Look the part while DXing in 
the brand new Tecsun Radios Australia polo shirt. Modelled 
here by our very own founder, Garry VK2YBX, and the 
members of the Tecsun team! 
 
The Tecsun Radios Australia polo is made from high quality, 
easy care fabric that’s quick drying and moisture wicking to help 
keep you cool and dry. 
 

file:///L:/Drive%20E/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/dxer1234@gmail.com
file:///L:/Drive%20E/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/2016%20ADXN/shango12@gmail.com
file:///L:/Drive%20E/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/2016%20ADXN/dxer1234@gmail.com
mailto:john@volpato.net
mailto:vk2bob@gmail.com
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Ph 9939 4377 if you do not have internet and want a radio or a 
polo shirt! 
 
Next Sydney Branch Meeting. 
Saturday 16th March 2019, 71 Hilton Ave, 
Roselands.   0416 766 490     email dxer1234@gmail.com 
New start time 1.30pm.  BBQ  later on………. 
 
Brisbane Meeting  
Saturday 9 February at John & Colleens at Wakerley, those 
present were, Ron and Hazel Everingham, John Bastable, 
Chris and Lyn Martin, and the hosts. Apologies Ray Crawford, 
Rob Shepherd and Martin Hadlow. 
 
Many radios played with and discussion on loop antennas. 
Next meeting TBA. 
 
Facebook 
Yes, you can join the club’s Facebook page. I think I’ve 
captured everything well enjoy and let us know what you’re 
hearing 73’s Johno 
 
 

Special Report! 
 
French Creek State Park DXpedition No. 57 (January 27, 28 
and 29, 2019) 
 
Rich D’Angelo, Wyomissing PA, USA 
 
 
Equipment: Ten-Tec RX-340, Drake R-8B and an Eton E1, 
500-foot wire essentially north for the RX-340 and 250-foot wire 
essentially northeast for the R-8B and a whip antenna for the 
E1. 
 
After the latest French Creek State Park DXpedition I was a 
little under the weather for a few days and then must have 
caught a case of the winter weather blues. I am finally finishing 
up these loggings after sitting on them for a while. Sorry! 
 
The sixty-meter band was a complete wipe out. It appeared to 
be very noisy and reception was just about impossible. Ninety 
meters was pretty good even though there isn’t much to hear 
on that band. The international bands were awful on Sunday 
(the first day) but pretty good all day Monday (the second day). 
The final morning (Tuesday) things seemed better than Sunday 
but much worse than Monday. Highlights were Bangladesh in 
English on 15,105 kHz at *1230; nice reception of Radio Mosoj 
Chaski – Cochabamba on 3,310 kHz; a big signal from Dengê 
Welat – Grigoriopol at 1348-1510 (France from 1500 UTC); a 
logging of the new outlet Radio Koode International – Issoudun 
at *1900-1930*; nice reception of Radio Fana - Addis Ababa on 
6,110 kHz at 0424-0445; tentative loggings of the two Papua 
New Guinea stations on 3,260 and 3,325 kHz; the Voice of 
Vietnam - Son Tay in English at 0021-0028* on 9839.7 kHz and 
Zanzibar Broadcasting Corporation – Dole on 6015 kHz at 
0351-0426.  
 

 
 

Logs 
 
3240 SWAZILAND (ESwatini) Trans World Radio – Mpangela 
Ranch, *0258-0345* Jan 28, nice tuning signal with “Trans World 
Radio, Swaziland” IDs mixed in (apparently still not recognizing the 
new country name). Shona language program followed by Ndau 
language program. Station ID and close-down announcement at 
0345 followed by IS and carrier cut. Fair.  
 
3260 PAPUA NEW GUINEA NBC Madang (very tentative), 1150-
1157 Jan 28, very weak and just barely audible before closing 
down rather abruptly. Poor reception.  
 
3310 BOLIVIA Radio Mosoj Chaski - Cochabamba, 1004-1036 
fade out Jan 28, man announcer with talks hosting rustic music 
program. Fair signal until began fading out.  
 
3320 SOUTH AFRICA Radio Sonder Grense - Meyerton, 2149-
2230 Jan 27, Afrikaans language program with romantic vocal 
selections hosted by a woman announcer. Fair to good signal.  
 
3325 PAPUA NEW GUINEA (Bougainville) NBC (tentative), 1142-
1158 Jan 28, noted several times but finally some audio with man 
announcer talking and some musical selections. Gone quickly. 
Poor reception. Again, on 1142-1157* Jan 29 with weak signal and 
man announcer speaking followed by group island vocals at 1153. 
Silently gone at 1157.  
 
3345 SOUTH AFRICA Channel Africa- Meyerton, 0302-0332 Jan 
28, English Service with a man and woman announcers with news 
followed by various features. Poor to fair.  
 
3955 ENGLAND KBS World – Woofferton, 2156-2201* Jan 28, 
French language program with talks and some music. Close-down 
announcements and instrumental music to closing. Fair signal but 
amateur activity ruined reception.  
 
5835 ARMENIA BBC World Service - Yerevan, 0022-0105 Jan 29, 
English World Service program. Poor. 
 
5875 THAILAND Radio Thailand - Udorn, 1107-1130* Jan 28, Man 
announcer talking in Vietnamese language followed by a vocal by 
a female singer. After brief interlude of bells, a man mentions: “That 
completes our program in Vietnamese.” There was another round 
of bells prior to an English language announcement: “This is HSK9, 
Radio Thailand World Service broadcasting from the Public 
Relations Department in Bangkok.” A man announcer began the 
Khmer language program. Program abruptly terminated at 1130. 
Fair signal.  
 
5910 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES KBS World Radio - Dhabayya, 
2059-2100* Jan 27, woman announcer with talk in the Arabic 
language followed by a man announcer with station ID and close-
down announcements over soft instrumental music. Fair. Next day 
(Jan 28) noted at 2027-2100* with language apparent lesson 
followed by news feature program until close-down. Fair.  
 
5930 AUSTRIA BBC - Moosbrunn, 0127-0135 Jan 28, woman and 
man announcers with closing station IDs in Pashto language 
before opening of program in Dari language. Fair to good  
 
5970 CHINA PBS Gannan - Hezuo, 2349-0007 Jan 27, mixing with 
Radio Free Asia’s Tibetan service with man and woman announcer 
with Chinese talk. 4+1 time pips and a man announcer with the 
news at top of the hour and in the clear after RFA left channel.  
 
5970 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Radio Free Asia - Dhabayya, 
2321-2340 Jan 27, talk in the listed Tibetan language by a man 
and woman announcers. Fair prior to China fading up to ruin 
reception.  
 
6015 ZANZIBAR Zanzibar Broadcasting Corporation – Dole, 0351-
0426 Jan 29, several men in heated Swahili language talks but 
heavy QRM splatter from China Radio International limited 
reception. At 0400 CRI cleared the channel and Dole was heard at 
a fair level with instrumental music prior to 5+1 time pips, a woman 
with station ID and another woman with the news.  
 
6090 CHINA China National Radio 2 - Kunming, 1125-1137 Jan 
28, man and woman announcer with Chinese language talks with 
musical selections. Several announcements at bottom of the hour 

file:///F:/dxer1234@gmail.com
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followed by more features and remote reports. Poor to fair.  
 
6110 ETHIOPIA Radio Fana - Addis Ababa, 0424-0445 Jan 29, a 
terrific program of Horn of Africa vocals hosted by a man 
announcer with Amharic language talks. Fair to good signal.  
 
6115 NEW ZEALAND Radio New Zealand International, 1302-
1326 Jan 28, man announcer with Pacific regional news report 
before Dateline program commenced at 1308. Fair to good signal.  
 
6130 CHINA (Tibet) PBS Lhasa, 1157-1209 Jan 29, looking for Lao 
National Radio but this was there instead with traditional vocals to 
time pips and woman announcer in Tibetan followed by more 
music. Very poor. (D’Angelo-PA/FCDX) 
 
6165 CHINA China National Radio 6 - Beijing, 1139-1148 Jan 29, 
man announcer with Chinese language talks hosting a program of 
traditional Chinese music. Poor to fair  
 
6190 MADAGASCAR World Christian Broadcasting – Mahajanga, 
0210-0232 Jan 28, Spanish language program with religious talks 
by man announcer, station ID by a woman announcer and brief 
musical selections. Good signal.  
 
7205 FRANCE Radio France International - Issoudun, 2138-2152 
Jan 27, several men in heated discussion program in the French 
language. Fair to good signal.  
 
7265 CLANDESTINE Radio Koode International - Issoudun, 
*1900-1930* Jan 28, flute music opening followed by a man 
announcer with listed Fulfulde language station ID and opening 
announcements. Mainly short talk segments with flute music 
between segments. Another station ID at close-down as well as 
two vocal selections. Poor to fair signal but some deep fades.  
 
7325 CHINA China Radio International - Jinhua, 1205-1222 Jan 
28, man announcer with Japanese language news program. Poor.  
 
7505 UNITED STATES WRNO – New Orleans, 1049-1112 Jan 28, 
English language religious program with nice station ID at change 
of program at top of the hour. Good signal.  
 
7530 TAIWAN Suab Xaa Moo Zoo (Voice of Hope) – Tamsui 
District, 2234-2300* Jan 27, group vocal selections followed by a 
long talk by a man announcer in the listed Hmong language. Brief 
vocal prior to closing announcements. Poor to fair.  
 
9450 PHILIPPINES FEBC - Bocaue, 2258-2311 Jan 28, IS 
followed by woman announcer opening the Iu Mien listed language 
program. Group singing and talks. Very poor.  
 
9525 CLANDESTINE Dengê Welat – Grigoriopol, 1348-1510 Jan 
28, nice musical selections with period Kurdish talks. Nice station 
ID, time pips followed by detailed news program at 1431. 
Continued past 1500. Fair. Sergey Omelchenko, Technical 
Director of Pridnestrovsky Radiotelecentr says up to 1500 is them 
but from 1500 is Issoudun.  
 
9664.7 BRAZIL Rádio Voz Missionaria – Camboriú, 0031–0112 
Jan 28, group vocal selection followed by a man announcer with 
Portuguese language station ID followed by a jingle ID. Several 
announcements before more music programming. Good signal but 
//5939.6 was poor.  
 
9690 NIGERIA Voice of Nigeria – Ikorodu, 1817-11851 Jan 28, 
woman announcer with English language talk, playing parts of 
speech before live crowd eventually ending Sixty Minutes program. 
News About Nigeria and economic news followed. Nice station ID 
“originating live from the Voice of Nigeria”. Fair.  
 
9700 NEW ZEALAND Radio New Zealand International, *1059-
1104 Jan 28, opened on this channel after closing 9,765 kHz but 
very poor signal.  
 
9700 VATICAN Radio Veritas Asia – Santa Maria do Galeria, 
0021-0028* Jan 28, man announcer talking in the listed Kechin 
language providing a web address. Flute music before station ID 
and close-down announcements by a woman announcer. Poor to 
fair.  
 

9720 CLANDESTINE Radio Erena – Kostinbrod, 1702-1724 Jan 
28, tuned in to several station IDs followed by Tigrinya language 
talks, some music features. Good signal.  
 
 
9765 NEW ZEALAND Radio New Zealand International, 1005-
1059* Jan 28, woman announcer with weather followed by “RN 
Zeed” station ID. A man closed down transmission advising 
listeners to tune 9,700 kHz. Good signal.  
 
9800 Sawtu Linjilia – Issoudun, 1846-1900* Jan 28, male vocal 
selection followed by flute music and man talking in Fulfulde 
language. Another man provided contact information prior to flute 
music closing. Fair.  
 
 
9839.7 VIETNAM Voice of Vietnam – Son Tay, 0021-0028* Jan 
28, end of Indonesian language program. Two minutes of dead air 
before soft instrumental music opening of the English language 
service. Several nice station IDs followed by the news. Poor but 
hanging in there.  
 
9910 ARMENIA TWR India - Yerevan, 1328-1350 Jan 28, listed 
Maithili language religious program, station ID before opening 
listed Awadhi language program. Poor.  
 
9940 SWAZILAND (Eswatini) Trans World Radio – Mpangeloa 
Ranch, 1933-2005* Jan 28, man announcer with religious talk in 
Lingala language followed by ID and usual IS at 1935. Long 
preaching segment with another man mentioning Through the 
Bible and Trans World Radio prior to IS ending transmission. Fair.  
 
9940 THAILAND Radio Thailand - Udorn, *1228-1300* Jan 28, 
open carrier until bells opening English news with national news 
and usual ads. Good signal.  
 
11855.7 BRAZIL Rádio Aparecida - Aparecida, 2311-2335 Jan 28, 
woman announcer hosting discussion with two men in the 
Portuguese language. Fair signal. //6135.1, noted around 0200 on 
Jan 29, was also fair.  
 
11945 AUSTRALIA Reach Beyond - Kununurra, 1257-1300* Jan 
29, English language talk by an Australian accented man 
announcer ,mixing with Romania’s interval signal as I tuned in. 
Another man closed down the transmission at 1259 with RRI 
opening its program at 1300. Fair signal, which wasn’t there in 
several earlier checks, but Romania made a mess of the situation.  
 
11945 PHILIPPINES Voice of America - Tinang, 0010-0023 Jan 
28, Chinces language program with talks and music segments. 
Fair signal.  
 
12050 CLANDESTINE Radio Ndrason International – Ascension 
Islands, 1940-2012 Jan 28, woman and man announcers with talk 
in Kanuri language. Some brief instrumental music segments 
between features. Station ID and news at 2000. Fair.  
 
15105 BANGLADESH Bangladesh Betar, *1228-1300* Jan 28, IS 
followed by woman announcer with station ID and opening 
announcements for English service followed by news and 
commentary and then music program. Closing announcements at 
1259 before pulling the plug. Poor.  
 
15235 SOUTH AFRICA Channel Africa- Meyerton, 1631-1719 Jan 
28, French service changing over to the English Service at 1700 
with news program and news features. Fair to good signal with 
some fading.  
 
15350 SOUTH AFRICA Radio Dabanga-Meyerton, 1537-1554* 
Jan 28, Usual talks but nice series of jingle station IDs. Fair signal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 ⧫ 
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    Shortwave Trail 
 Our monthly roundup of members’ loggings edited by Craig Seager 

 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com 
 
 
2430H Macedonian Radio Home Sce (3rd hx of 

MW810). On 15/2 from 1900 in Bulgarian 

(Pankov*). 

4760 AIR, Port Blair After a few days of JBA signals, 

Port Blair rose above the noise on 8/2 1436-1533 

with "sub-continental" tunes, Hindi chat to 1500, 

then //5040 (Jeypore) with AIR net news to 1515, 

commentary on speech to 1525, then perhaps ad 

string..if they had pips 1530, I missed 'em as the 

signal was tanking (so no chance to catch listed 

1530-1545 EE news). (Sheedy) 

4810 AIR, Mumbai Sneaking through the noise 1507-

33 31/1 with Hindi chat/tunes //5040 (Jeypore) & 

EE news at 1530. (Sheedy) 

4810 AIR Bhopal. On 16/2 at 1530 in EE, their bc was 

till 1742 w cl/d. Since end of December 2018 

Armenia is no confirmed here (Pankov*). 

4920 PBS-Xizang, Lhasa/AIR, Chennai. Usually 

dominant XPBS in Tibetan being challenged by 

AIR in Hindi on 31/1 1514+. (Sheedy) 

4930 VOA, Selebi-Phikwe Just breaking through the 

noise with US pop, EG DJ/presenter..they're sked 

*1400 but never fade in 'til after 1500 here..1515+ 

6/2 (Sheedy) 

5050 Beibu Bay Radio, Nanning In the middle of some 

modern CC pop/traditional tunes, BBR woke me 

up with AC/DC's "Thunderstruck" at 1524 31/1 & 

also noted with a neat program of old US C&W 

standards (Glen Campbell, Waylon Jennings 

among others) on 6/2 1508-28, followed by multi-

language ID, singing jingle, & what sounded like a 

zippy station promo 1530. (Sheedy) 

5970  CNR1 (jammer) Loud v. unheard RTI 5/2 at 1333. 

(Sheedy) 

5985 Myanmar Radio. In EE on 17/1 & 31/1 at 1540-

1600 w/own px & no Radio Japan’s px in EE as 

earlier Thu & Fri at the same time (Pankov*). 

5995 Voice Of Hope, Kwaseong. 1018 28/1. OK signal 

but much QRM (Emanuel) 

6045 National Unity R., Dushanbe. Korean service at 

1130 with easy listing Korean pops and chatty 

anncts. A fair signal on 10/2. (Wagner) 

6070 Amateur DARC Radio (of German HAMs). In GG 

w/weekly DX px on 17/2 at 1022 playing evergreen 

“Have I The Right “by the Honeycombs fwd by 

comment about relation of Huawei G5 & 

espionage (Pankov*). 

6070 CFRX. 2/3 at 0327, CFRX with medium-fast SAH, 

maybe about 10 Hz, as CFRX is always offset 

slightly-minus, but what else could there be? 

Channel 292 Germany could be 24 hours, but 

Manuel Méndez, Spain has reported that 

``eclipsing`` CFRX sometime after 0500, so is that 

when it signs on? But EiBi has the answer: IRAN 

in Arabic at 0320-0420 on 6070 (Hauser*) 

6180 R.Taiwan Int., Tamsui District.  1148 14/2 in 

Chinese. Weak, fading QRN degrades. Mostly 

readable (Emanuel). 

6185 Voice Of Korea, Kujang. 1149 14/2. Poor to 

nothing, sometimes readable – Opera (Emanuel). 

6185 R.Educacion, México City. 23/2 at 0412, trying 

to hear XEPPM, but its music is underneath talk in 

unknown language, making SAH of 200/minute = 

3.33 Hz. 0400-0430 is the only evening time when 

CCI is now scheduled: AWR Turkish via AUSTRIA 

(Hauser*) 

6195 R.Japan via Cypress Creek. Slight noise and 

fading, but quite clear at times with SS anncts. at 

0950 on 26/1 (Allen). 

6340 Iran. Confirmed here on 18/2 at 1935 w/mixing 

product in IT & EE (6340-6190 Italian =150=6190-

6040 in EE) (Pankov*). 

7210 CRI via Cërrik. Arabic to NAF on 12/2, very good 

at 0635 (Adams). 

7220 AWR via Issoudun. Only fair in FF to WAF at 

0625 on 12/2 (Adams). 

7220 DW via Pinheira. Hausa to WAf at *0630, fair on 

12/2 (Adams). 

7250 Vatican R., SM Galeria. Romanian at 0820 (Sun 

only), fair signal until s/off 0925. Also runs // 9645 

with a fair signal but heavy co-channel QRM there 

from Vo Korea-Kujang, 17/2. (Wagner)  

7255 Voice of Nigeria, Abuja Very good in Hausa to 

WAf at 0640, 12/2 (Adams). ⧫Back on after a few 

days walkabout on 8/2 at 0623.Glenn Hauser 

noted them off 0653 same date, so the reactivation 

didn't last too long. (Sheedy) 

7330 RNZI, Rangitaiki. Very good reception of news 

items in Pidgin about PNG Provinces at1055 then 

EE ID for ABC FM Radio on 101.9 at 1059. Then 

back to RNZ at 1100 (Allen). ⧫Feb 23 at 1257, 

RNZI confirmed here, only S9 with flutterfading to 

S4, QSY to 6115 announcement, one bellbird 

chirp and off 1259*. I retune to 6115 which soon 

comes up, not much better than 7330 and I could 

easily believe it`s still on the NNW antenna only, 

not back to split with NNE antenna favouring us. 

There is also CCI from a fast SAH, probably the 

Saturday-only Vatican Radio in Chinese via 

Philippines not turned off yet by 1300*; violating 

file:///E:/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/Oztrail%20Columns/2014/shango12@gmail.com
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Separation of Church & State (Hauser*) 

7335 R.Nigeria Kaduna via Issoudun. Fair in Hausa to 

WAf on 12/2 at 0645 (Adams). 

7345 BBC via Ascension. English to CAf at 0655 only 

fair under much stronger signal from RRI, 

Tiganesti also in EE, good to WEu, on 12/2 

(Adams). 

7425 BSKSA, Riyadh. Fair reception of Koran chanting 

heard at a good level at 2145 on 20/2 (Allen). 

7505 Nth Korea Reform R., Tashkent. S/on 2030 with 

the usual Trumpet Concerto theme and ID in 

Korean, fair signal, 17/2. (Wagner) 

7520 R.Free Asia via Kuwait. Weak and noisy 

reception of a CC talk before a song at 2149 on 

20/2 (Allen). 

7520 BBC, Tashkent  Weak in Bengali 1351-1400* 

29/1 //9510 (Kranji) with news/reports, many 

mentions of Bangladesh, BBC..off abruptly at 

1400 with 9510 switching to Hindi 1400. (Sheedy) 

7570 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. Voice of Report of the 

Week program at 2230 (Sun only). A weak and 

scratchy signal during my morning in late summer, 

but probably a much stronger signal for northern 

hemisphere listeners. 17/2. (Wagner) 

7570 Supreme Master TV via WRMI. 23/2 at 1255, 

now playing ``Für Elise``, yay, classical music on 

SW, but on piano I can notice the recording 

wowing. 1300 switch to other music including 

birdchirps. Ending ``part 2`` of something in 

English; and multilingual announcements; 1308 

lengthy listing of worldwide platforms including 

WRMI frequencies 15770, 4980 and 7570 only, 

enumerating the exact number of countries each 

reaches on each continent! I had no idea SW was 

such a precise medium!  Also refers to website for 

language schedule: 

http://suprememastertv.com/schedule ``/`` always 

uttered as ``forward-slash``, even tho the forward 

part is totally unnecessary [and I use ``slant``, 

much less threatening], as if one were to type a 

backward-slash in such a position, it would still 

work! As I just proved going to site 

http://suprememastertv.com\schedule which 

autodefaults to English: 

http://suprememastertv.com/en1/index.php with 

linx to specific dates --- but nothing resembling a 

language sked grid, just info about a few specific 

programs with no times shown! Enough time 

wasted on this (Hauser*) 

7730 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. World of Radio DX 

program at 0830 (Sun only) until the station s/off 

0900, good signal, 17/2. (Wagner) 

7750.4 Presumed Warsan Radio. From Somalia or 

Kenya in Vernaculars (rather in Somali) on 17/2 at 

1925 w song, talk, at 1935 sermon, cl/d at 1942 

(Pankov*). 

7780 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. The WaveScan DX 

program at 2100 (Sun only), featuring the 

shortwave story of radio broadcasting on Saipan, 

fair signal, 17/2. (Wagner) 

9275 FEBC, Bocaue. 1003 1/2 in CC (Emanuel). 

9405 FEBC, Bocaue. Mandarin to EAs at 0014, weak 

signal, 17/2. (Wagner) 

9415 CRI, Xianyang. 0943 23/1 EE. Recognisable, 

mostly unreadable (Emanuel).  

9420 Helliniki Radiophonia, Avlis. 0730 1/2 in Greek. 

Fading Good to nothing, howling QRM kills signal 

at times (Emanuel). ⧫Just audible through the 

noise with a GK talk at 1114, 27/1 (Allen). 

9455 RFA, Agignan Point. The first of the Saipan is 

now up and running again after major repairs and 

reconstruction from the recent cyclone. Mandarin 

to EAs at 2030, a good signal at first but 

deteriorated by 2055, with the usual Firedrake 

jamming, 22/2. (Wagner) 

9460 KSDA, Agat. Fair level reception of a RR talk 

spoiled by background whining at 1120 on 27/1 

(Allen) 

9475 WTWW, Lebanon. Heard at 2154 with an EE 

religious discussion. Fair reception here on 20/2 

(Allen). 

9505 WHRI, Cypress Creek SC. American preaching 

at s/on 2000 (Sun only, on other days the s/on is 

scheduled as 2200), fair signal, 17/2. (Wagner) 

9505 Radio Vatican, Tinang 1450-1515+ 4/2.clear in 

Hindi to 1450, Tamil to 1510, then Malayalam with 

news about the Pope's visit to UAE.IS/"Laudetur 

Jesus Christus" between each language change & 

a tip of the DX beanie to Glenn Hauser's info via 

the ODXA site for the log. (Sheedy) 

9510 Iran. In Vernaculars on 6/1 &17/2 at 1120-1220 – 

new bc, it is not //9650 in AA & no //17665 in Hausa 

(Pankov*). 

9510 VoA via SM Galeria, Vatican at s/on 0330 in 

Somali, unusual summer propagation via the long 

path. 27/2. (Wagner) 

9525 Radyo Denge Welat via Issoundun. Only fair in 

Kurdish to ME at 0530 on 12/2 (Adams). 

9565 R.Martí, Greenville. Very good reception of a SS 

talk about the present state of the world at 2156 

on 20/2 (Allen). 

9580 Xizang PBS, Lhasa. Poor in Tibetan on 12/2 at 

0525 (Adams). 

9600 R.Dabanga via Meyerton. Sudanese to Sudan at 

0451, good on 12/2 (Adams). 

9605 VOA via Tinang. Presumed this station as s/on 

not scheduled until 1400. Heard with slight noise 

and fading with a CC talk at 1016, 29/1 (Allen). 

9610 KNLS, Anchor Point. 0932 31/1 Chinese 

(Emanuel). 

9610 R.Romania Int., Galbeni. 0755 1/2 in Arabic. Off 

at 0757, weak (Emanuel) 

9610 V. of Turkey, Emirler. Heard with an EE talk 

about tourist trips, and then a TT song at 2200, 

20/2. Fair reception with slight fading until f/out at 

2210 (Allen). 

http://suprememastertv.com/schedule
http://suprememastertv.com/schedule
http://suprememastertv.com/en1/index.php
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9620 NHK via Nauen, Germany in Japanese to ME, 

27/2 (Wagner) 

9630 AWR via Moosbrunn. Fair in Hausa to CAF on 

12/2 at 0520. Het from CNR1 Golmud? (Adams) 

9650 Voice of Korea, Kujang. 0913 27/1 in Japanese, 

OK signal (Emanuel). 

9650 Radio Guinea, Conakry. 0805 1/2 in French 

(Emanuel). 

9660 R.Taiwan Int., Kouhu. 1046 1/2 in Chinese. Good 

signal (Emanuel). 

9665 KCBS.  0942 29/1. Weak to poor signal, 

recognisable (Emanuel). 

9665 RFI via Talata-Volonondry. Swahili to EAF on 

12/2, good at 0442 (Adams). 

9670 Radio Đáp Lời Sông Núi – Paochung. This is the 

Vietnam Democracy Radio station based in San 

Jose, CA, in Vietnamese, noted at 1245 until s/off 

1259. A fair signal and accompanied by the usual 

Vietnamese Gov’t siren jamming. The station has 

a web presence: Facebook:  

https://www.facebook.com/radiodlsn/ and 

Website:  http://radiodlsn.com/. My YouTube 

video of the last few minutes of the transmission is 

at: https://youtu.be/OVQMduevwcY. 18/2. 

(Wagner) 

9690 REE, Noblejas. Sundays only service in the 

Sefardí language to NAm between 2230 and 

2300, with a good signal. // freqs include 12030 to 

ME (fair signal), 11685 to WAf (weak signal), and 

11940 to SAm (also weak). This program is 

offered each week to support Jewish and 

Sephardic culture and community in Spain. The 

Sefardí language (Sephardi Hebrew) comes in 

various forms across the globe with contact 

languages such as Spanish, Arabic, Portuguese 

and Greek. The version spoken on this program 

has, naturally enough) strong Spanish influences. 

17/2. (Wagner) 

9690 Radio Free Asia, Tinian. 1052 1/2 in Tibetan. 

Weak signal, mostly readable (Emanuel). 

9710 CNR1, Shijiazhuang. 1116 on 14/2 in Chinese.  

Poor to nothing, occasionally readable (Emanuel). 

9710 KNLS, site unknown. Not in AOKI, HFCC, or 

WRTH for this frequency. Heard at 1018, 29/1, 

with an EE religious talk, then an ID and contact 

details at 1020, followed by a song. Also plenty of 

noise and fading (Allen). Surely Anchor Point? -cs 

9790 RFI via Issoudun, France in French to CAf at 

s/on 0400. These signals come via the long path 

across Central America and the South Pacific. 

They are rarely heard here in summer but are a 

daily occurrence in late autumn through to early 

spring. So, it was interesting to monitor these 

signals so early this time of year in summer.  27/2. 

(Wagner) 

9790 VOA, Tinang.  0927 27/1 in Chinese. OK signal 

with usual DPRC QRM below (Emanuel) 

9795 FEBC Radio, Iba. 1124 14/2 in Vietnamese. Poor 

signal, recognisable (Emanuel). 

9819 Nove de Julho, Brazil. Px of R. Aparecida in PP 

on 18/2 at 0520 w/ID & songs (Pankov*). 

9825 VoA via Pinheira. Poor in Ndebele to Zimbabwe 

at 0420 on 12/2 (Adams). 

9840 Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi. 1009 1/2 in English. OK 

signal, solid, always readable (Emanuel). 

9850 Voice of Vietnam 4, Xuan Mai (Hanoi) Fair signal 

from this Domestic Minorities Network programme 

in Dao at 0420 on 12/2 (Adams). 

9860 R.Japan via Santa Maria di Galeria. Just audible 

at 0511 on 11/2, fading in and out with EE news 

reports (Allen). 

9865 AIR, Bengaluru. Vividh Bharati service at 0100 in 

Hindi, good signal, 17/2. (Wagner) 

9880 CRI, Beijing. 1047 on 15/2 in Chinese (Emanuel) 

9885 VoA via Pinheira. Kinyarwanda/ Kirundi service 

to EAf at 0428, fair on 12/2. Very good at 0514 

recheck (Adams). 

9900 BBC WS, Kranji. 1009 on 28/1 in EE. OK signal. 

1/2 (Emanuel) 

9915 BBC via Meyerton. English service to EAf on 12/2 

at 0540 was heavily jammed, best heard on 9917 

only fair (Adams). 

9930 T8WH, Medorn. 0935 27/1, English Rlg. Fading 

great to weak (Emanuel). 

9985 RFA, Agingan Point.  This txer now back online 

after repairs, with s/on in Korean at 2100, very 

good signal at first and no jamming heard. 

However, by 2145, the signal became pretty 

scratchy, which is typical of this band at this time 

of day here. S/off at 2200. 22/2. (Wagner) 

11650 R.Dabanga – Talata-Volonondry. S/on 0430 in 

Arabic to Sudan with talks and frequent IDs. NF 

(ex 9600 via Meyerton). S/off at 0457, weak signal 

and slight co-channel QRM from CRI’s 

Vietnamese service. Getting out early before 

Meyerton closes? 1/3. (Wagner) 

11660 Follow the Bible Ministries px. In EE via 

Ascension on 3/2 from 1900, better heard on 

//12005 (Pankov*). 

1170 RFI, Issoudun. French to CAf at 0620, fair on 12/2 

due to co-channel interference from RHC, 

Quivican in SS that should have closed down at 

0600 (Adams). 

11700 Radio France International, Issoudun. 0724 

18/2 in French (Emanuel).  

11720 Voice Of Vietnam, Hanoi.  1037 14/2 in 

Vietnamese. Fades weak to poor but always 

readable (Emanuel). 

11735 Voice Of Korea, Kujang. 0857 11/2 in Russian. 

(Emanuel) 

11740 NHK via Kranji. 1039 14/2, Burmese (Emanuel) 

11740 Vatican R., SM Galeria. S/on 0705 with the Mass 

in Ukrainian to EEu (Sun only), good signal at first 

but deteriorates as the broadcast progresses until 

s/off 0800. Runs // 9645 also heard at similar 

strength, 17/2. (Wagner) 

https://www.facebook.com/radiodlsn/
http://radiodlsn.com/
https://youtu.be/OVQMduevwcY
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11750 CRI via Cërrik. English service to Egypt at 0611, 

very good on 12/2 (Adams). 

11790 RRI, Tiganesti. Good in FF to WAF on 12/2 at 

0608 (Adams). 

11810 BBC, Ascension. English to CAf/SAf at 2000 

(Sun only), music programming, weak signal, 

17/2. (Wagner) 

11815 R.Brasil Central, Goiânia. Poor in Portuguese at 

0605 on 12/2 (Adams). 

11825 WHRI, Cypress Creek. 1004 3/2 in English.  Only 

Monday. Great signal! (Emanuel) 

11880 AWR via Moosbrunn. Arabic to NAf at *0600, 

good on 12/2 (Adams). 

11900 VoA, Pinheira. French to WAf at s/on 2030 (Sun 

only), rap and pop music programming, a barely 

audible signal. Runs // 11975 via SM Galeria and 

somewhat stronger there. Both freqs can also be 

heard in Hausa on Sat only! 17/2. (Wagner)  

11905 SLBC, Trincomalee. Hindi music heard at 0201, 

poor under CNR 6, Beijing in Amoy on 13/2 

(Adams). 

11940 REE, Noblejas. Spanish to SAm at 0158, good on 

13/2 (Adams). 

11960 RRI, Tiganesti. S/on 0800 (Sun only) in 

Romanian to ME, weak signal. Runs //13630-

Tiganesti (barely audible), 15430-Galbeni (slightly 

stronger but scratchy audio), and 17850-Galbeni 

(fair signal), 17/2. (Wagner) 

11965 KTWR, Agana. American preaching to Indonesia 

at 1005 (Sun only), very good signal, 17/2. 

(Wagner) 

11995 BBC via Kranji. Bengali to SAs at 0155, good on 

13/2 (Adams). 

11995 KTWR, Agana. 1007 on 4/2 in English. OK to poor 

signal, always recognisable (Emanuel). 

12085 Voice of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar. 1004 27/1 in 

CC. Just there, fading nothing to recognisable 

(Emanuel). 

12140 R.Azadi (R Free Afghanistan), Kuwait. 0708 

11/2 in Dari (Emanuel) 

13590 R.Dandal Kura, Issoudun. S/on 0700 in Kanuri, 

fair signal, 28/2. (Wagner) 

13655 CRI, Xianyang. Good in CC to FE on 13/2 at 0140 

(Adams). 

13695 AIR, Bangalaru. 1017 7/2 in English. Weak fading 

to nothing (Emanuel)  

13780 RHC. 1/3 at 1510, still on but undermodulated; off 

by 1525 check when 13700 is S9+30 of dead air; 

15700 CRI relay at 1510 is undermodulated but 

not distorted, sufficient with volume up. 15140 at 

1526, RHC is dead air, while 15230 is 

undermodulated. Somethings are always wrongs 

at RHC/RadioCuba (Hauser*)  

13795 RFA via Lampertheim Tibetan to FE on 13/2, 

only fair at 0148 due to CNR 1 jammer (Adams). 

13825 CNR1, Beijing. CC nx, solid, SNR to 16.5dB, 23/2 

(Seager)  

13840 RNZI, Rangitaiki. Very good in EE on NF (ex 

15720) at 0151on 13/2 (Adams). 

13840 Manara R., Issoudun. Nothing heard at the 

scheduled 0700 s/on, but a weak signal began to 

appear around 0735 with interviews and talks. 

IDing at 0743 as “Manara Radio International”, 

then into West African pop songs on native 

instruments. Closing ID annct at 0758, mad Afro 

solo music on a native wind instrument, then off at 

0800. The station has a Facebook presence at 

https://www.facebook.com/ManaraRadio/. Some 

lists are reporting this as R. Nigeria Kaduna, but 

this has now changed! Feb 25, 26 and 28. 

(Wagner) 

13890 Sound of Hope Taiwan in CC without jamming on 

18/2 from 0800 //11410, 14920, 16100 etc 

(Pankov*). 

15215  Radio Öömrang, Issoudun, 1600-1700 Feb 21, 

annual transmission from this broadcaster from 

Amrum Island with the usual assortment of 

German, Fristan and English commentary. The 

program host seemed to be Gernot Schrader as in 

past years mentioning Arjan Koelzow who 

apparently puts together the special program. 

Indicated they started in 2006 but also mentioned 

tenth anniversary so the math doesn’t quite seem 

to work. Gernot came back in English at the end 

of the broadcast apologize for ending program and 

to mention 21 February 2020 at 5:00 PM for the 

next transmission. Apparently, there are a lot of 

exiles from Amrun Island living in New York City. 

Very good signal. (D’Angelo-PA) 

15245 Voice Of Korea, Kujang. 0738 4/2 in Russian. 

(Emanuel). 0738 4/2 in Russian (Emanuel) 

15285 BSKSA, Riyadh. Quite good here with only slight 

noise and fading. Heard at 0523 on 11/2, with a 

Swahili talk (Allen). 

15320 R.Taiwan International, Paochung. Here with 

the EE Service and a dreadful selection of folk 

music at 03330-0340 on 21/2 (Allen). 

15350 Voice Of Turkey, Emirler. 0741 on 3/2 in Turkish. 

Weak, solid signal, always readable (Emanuel). 

15370 CNR 1, Shijiazhuang Very good in CC on 13/2 at 

0136 (Adams). 

15515 R.Kuwait, Sulaibiyah. Fair reception apart from 

the noise and fading. Heard with an AA talk at 

0528 on 11/2 (Allen). 

15530 R.Kuwait, Sulaibiyah. 0748 3/2 in English. Good 

solid signal (Emanuel) 

15595 Vatican R., SM Galeria. Liturgical music 

performance from s/on 0930 (Sun only) with 

impressive choral and soloist work. A weak but 

readable signal, runs // 17590 but even weaker 

there, 17/2. (Wagner) 

15620 BBCWS via Kranji. Nx & interviews 0812, SNR to 

24.0 dB, so very robust, 23/2 (Seager) 

15700 CRI via RHC. 23/2 at 1453, CRI Plus relay this day 

is overmodulated and distorted, rather than JBM 

or suptorted. They can never get it just right! 
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Something`s always wrong at RadioCuba 

(Hauser*) 

15730 R.Habana, Bejucal. The Sunday-only service in 

Esperanto to SAm at 2330-2400, a weak signal 

probably via the long path, 17/2. (Wagner) 

15735 CNR1, Qiqihar. CC nx 0814, SNR to 22.2 dB, 

23/2 (Seager) 

15740 SOH Xi Wang Zhi Sheng, Taiwan. Very good 

reception of CC reports at 0535, 11/2, with what 

sounded like VOA ID jingles continuous in the 

background! (Allen)   

15770 AIR, Aligarh. 0907 18/2 in Indonesian. Faint 

signal (Emanuel). 

17660 RFA, Agignan Point. Mandarin to EAs at 0610. 

Back up on air after the recent cyclone. Fair signal 

but heavy CNR jamming dominated until s/off 

0700. 23/2. (Wagner) 

17780 BBC, Ascension. S/on 0700 in Hausa with 

breezy chat, phone-ins and music selections. 

Extra frequency for the Nigerian election on this 

day, Feb 23. A fair to weak signal here, including 

an 8-second transmission interruption at 0712 and 

another 5-sec interruption at 0713. F/out around 

0745. And again on 25/2 at 0715, so perhaps a 

permanent time slot now? However, this service is 

now reportedly via Dhabayya, UAE as of 26/2. I 

checked on 28/2 and no reception from this 

changed transmitter site into my location. 

(Wagner) 

19050H Denge Welat/VOHomeland via Issoudun(2nd 

hx of 9525) in Kurdish on 16/2 at 1909 (Pankov*). 

19410H China Radio International.  In CC (2nd hx of 

9705) on 18/2 at 1530 (Pankov*). 

 

Contributors: 
Rumen Pankov, Sofia, Bulgaria (Sony ICF2001D,Folded 

Marconi antenna). 

John Adams, Port Douglas, Far North Queensland 

(Sangean ATS-909X, 7 Metre Reel Antenna) 

Rob Wagner, VK3BVW, Mount Evelyn, VIC (Yaesu FTDX 

3000, Kenwood TS2000, Yaesu FRG100, Kenwood R5000, 

Tecsun PL-680, Horizontal Sky Loop, Double Bazooka 

antennas for 80, 40 and 20 metres, Par EF-SWL End Fed 

antenna, BHI NEIM1031 Digital Noise Eliminating Module, 

MFJ-1026 Noise Cancelling Module, ATU). 

Dennis Allen, Milperra NSW (Icom R75, Realistic DX-160, 

Longwires) 

Dan Sheedy, Moonlight Beach, CA, USA (PL380/6m X 

wire) 

Bob Emanuel, Blackheath, NSW (Icom R8500, Sony AN1 

Active antenna). 

Rich D'Angelo, Wyomissing, PA 19610, U.S.A. (Ten-Tec 

RX-340, Drake R-8B, Eton E1, Eton E5, Alpha Delta DX 

Sloper, RF Systems Mini-Windom, Datong FL3, JPS ANC-

4)  

Glenn Hauser, Enid OK USA (JRC NRD-545 with 

Wellbrook ALA-330S; Icom R-75, Tecsun PL-880, Radio 

Shack DX-398, Grundig Yacht Boy 400, with random wires; 

Grundig G8) 

Craig Seager, VK2HBT, Bathurst NSW (Perseus SDR, JRC 

NRD-545, Airspy HF+, DX Engineering Preamp, Wellbrook 

feeder isolator, Icom IC-746, Loop Skywire, Home-made 

Loop with LZ1AQ amplifier, Wellbrook ALA1530-LNPro) 

 

*   Denotes listener outside of Australia 

  Digital mode  

    Editor’s hot choice  
 

Late Breaking News - WWV Lives On ! 

 

Now that the bill has been signed on February 15, 2019 by 

President Trump, WWV is fully funded. 

 

It's a celebratory year for the WWV stations. The fiscal year 

(FY) 2019 budget - once signed - will include full funding for 

the stations, which also mark their 100th year this fall. The 

WWV Centennial Committee has a tentative agreement with 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

to mount a special event station this fall adjacent to the 

WWV site in Colorado to mark the 100th anniversary of the 

time and frequency standard station, the world's oldest 

continuously operating radio station. A memorandum of 

understanding is in the works. 

 

Dave Swartz, W0DAS, of the Northern Colorado Amateur 

Radio Club (NCARC) heads the committee, which is 

developing plans for an NCARC special event from 

September 28 through October 2, with a NIST centennial 

observance tentatively set for October 1. 

 

The NIST budget for WWV, WWVH, and WWVB will remain 

level for FY 2019. With the funding suspense over, Swartz 

told ARRL, "our committee is moving forward." 

 

Swartz and committee members Darren Kalmbach, 

KC0ZIE, and Kevin Utter, N7GES, met on February 8 with 

WWV/WWVB/WWVH Station Manager John Lowe, WWV 

Electronics Technician Glenn Nelson, and WWV Chief 

Engineer Matt Deutch, N0RGT. 

 

"This was the first meeting for the committee and the first to 

include NIST upper management," said Swartz, who called 

the meeting "very productive." Swartz said NIST 

management is "on board" with the celebration, and Deutch 

plans to attend Hamvention May 17 - 19 to promote 

the centennial event.  

 

Although the US government cannot fund any Amateur 

Radio special event expenses, the club members will be 

allowed to use a 15-acre parcel on WWV property, Swartz 

explained on the WWV Centennial website. "The operating 

site lies outside the security fence and simplifies logistics," 

he said.  Swartz hopes that other clubs in Colorado will be 

able to pitch in to make the WWV Centennial a success.  

(ARRL; via Shortwave Central, February 15) 
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   On Air 
 

The Latest News from the Shortwave Bands  
edited by Craig Seager 
 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com
                                   

AUSTRALIA 
Remember World at your finger tips????? 3 NE Wangaratta 
on 1600 khz? from yes, all those years ago..........decades 
ago. 
 
Well, to try something different for 4 weeks starting on 
Monday 4th March 2019 1000 UTC  9pm NSW time 8pm in 
QLD etc.....we are going to have a 15 minute segment. 
 
Now, as a 15 year old who joined the club, music/songs by 
rock bands were the normal. However as we all remember 
many decades ago, and so will be the interval signal. 
Remember interval signals? Australia and New Zealand pop 
groups were the normal ie Skyhooks, Zoot, Buffalo, well the 
interval signal is from a Melbourne based group from that 
era. You will have to be all tuned up by say 0959 UTC. 
 
Now we will play a popular song from that era, so have your 
volume controls full up! A bit of fun followed by over 10 
minutes of DX News taken from the Australian DX News and 
any recent news by the ARDXC members. 
 
So, for the first 30 correct reception reports, we have a 
special QSL.  
 
Now what do they call Gunnedah NSW?  "The Koala Capital 
of Australia". Not even Port Macquarie were I spent 10 years 
and some of this near the Koala crossing. and finding Koala 
bears in the Japanese flame trees asleep or one kept sitting 
on the handrail on the balcony of the house. So I have learnt 
something. 
 
What does this mean? Well the special QSL is a postcard of 
koala bears confirming the report. 
Reports via remote receivers will still be acknowledged with 
a QSL but not with the Koala card. 
 
What do hope to achieve?  
 
We know that many people do listen to 5045 khz in Lower 
Side band, so we are trying a promotion to promote the 
hobby and the club.  Pretty simple. 
 
Reports to dxer1234@gmail.com   or Australian Radio Dx 
club, 71 Hilton Avenue, Roselands 2196 NSW, Australia. 
 
Happy listening! 
73's Johno 

 
CHINA 
China National Radio revised their DRM shortwave test 
transmission 
schedule on February 20. 
 
All relay "Voice of China", the 1st CNR program. (* New 

addition) 
 
6030 2025-1805 (except Tue 0600-0900) BEI 30 kW 0 degr 
to North China 
since 7/24/2018 
 
9655 2200-0100 0800-1200 URU 30 kW 98 degr to North 
and East China 
since 11/19/2018 
 
 9870 0900-1200 QIQ 30kW 203 deg to South China          
since 12/15/2019 
11695 0100-0900 DOF 30kW  41 deg to East and South 
China since 10/23/2018 
13825*0100-0900 BEI 30kW 175 deg to South China          
since 01/30/2019 
13850 0100-0800 URU 30kW  98 deg to North and East 
China since 11/19/2018 
15250 0100-0900 KUN 30kW  32 deg to North China          
since 01/15/2019 
15580 0100-0900 DOF 30kW  16 deg to North China          
since 10/23/2018 
15735 0630-0900 QIQ 30kW 225 deg to Westsouth China      
since 12/15/2018 
17800 0030-0630 QIQ 30kW 225 deg to Westsouth China      
since 12/15/2018 
(Takahito Akabayashi, Tokyo, Japan via wwdxc BC-DX 
TopNews Febr 24) 
 

DENMARK    
World Music Radio 15805 kHz. 
 
Very good conditions today Saturday on 15 MHz: 
 
World Music Radio (WMR) was audible for a good part of 
the day 
on 15805 kHz presumably in the whole of the eastern and 
southern part of 
European Russia, good signal strength noted on remote 
Kiwi SDR receivers 
in Romania, Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal. 
 
Very strong signals in Iceland for most of the day. Also very 
weak signals 
visible in Thailand, Kerala India and on the island of Bonaire. 
Somewhat weak on the North American east coast. Today 
no luck in Brazil. 
 
WMR is on the air again tomorrow Sunday on 15805 kHz at 
0500-2000 UT. 
 
Please be advised that next weekend WMR will be on the 
air on 15805 kHz 
continuously: 
- from Friday  March 1st at 0700 UT 
- until Sunday March 3rd at 1700 UT 

file:///E:/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/Oztrail%20Columns/2014/shango12@gmail.com
dxer1234@gmail.com
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Power is 200 Watt. 
 
Transmissions on 5840 kHz continues - 24hrs/7d - with a 
power of 100 Watt. 
 
Transmitter site for both 15805 and 5840 kHz is Randers, 
Denmark. 
Reception reports are welcome to: 
 
<wmr@wmr.dk> and 
World Music Radio 
P.O.Box 112 
DK-8960 Randers S+, Denmark, Europe. 
 
Best 73's 
Stig Hartvig Nielsen, 
<www.wmr.radio> 
(WWDXC Top News) 
 

JAPAN    
Frequency changes of JSR Shiokaze Sea Breeze from Febr 
14 
 
1300-1400 NF 6085 YAM 300 kW 280 deg to NoEaAS, 
ex7345 as follows 
1300-1330 Chinese Mon; Japanese Tue/Sat; Korean 
Wed/Fri/Sun; English Thu 
1330-1400 Korean Mon/Wed/Fri/Sat; Japanese Tue/Sun; 
English Thu 
1405-1435 NF 6085 YAM 300 kW 280 deg to NoEaAS 
Japanese Daily, ex 7295 
1600-1700 NF 7440 YAM 300 kW 280 deg to NoEaAS, 
ex6095 as follows 
1600-1630 Chinese Mon; Japanese Tue/Sat; Korean 
Wed/Fri/Sun; English Thu 
1630-1700 Korean Mon/Wed/Fri/Sat; Japanese Tue/Sun; 
English Thu 
(Ivo Ivanov-BUL, hcdx via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews Febr 14) 

 
MALI  
13685, March 3 at 1509, S5-S6 VP talk M&W conversation, 
// about a second ahead of 15700 CRI English via CUBA. 
BUT, no 13685 signal at 1536. 13685 has been scheduled 
as CRI via Bamako, English at 14-16, but this and all other 
transmissions have been off the air for months. Yesterday 
March 2, Ivo Ivanov reported some Bamako relays had 
resumed, and then many others logged, but only one 
frequency / transmitter at a time instead of two. Nothing 
audible here on 17630 which would have been // 13685 
before 1600, but even if on, unlikely would propagate as 
nothing else audible on 16m under pathetic propagation 
conditions. 15125 was first heard yesterday during Arabic, 
but today at 1639 I have no signal there. Now Ivo 
summarizes, but the resumption may well continue 
sporadic: 
 
``China Radio International CRI via Bamako is again on air, 
but only via one transmitter, instead of two transmitters as 
follows: 
 
https://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2019/03/china-radio-
international-cri-via.html 
 
0800-0857 on  7295 BKO 100 kW / non-dir to WeAf Hausa, 
very weak/JBA 
1400-1557 on 13685*BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to SoAf 

English, fair/good 
1400-1557 on 17630 BKO 100 kW / 085 deg to CeAf 
English, not on air 
1600-1657 on 15125 BKO 100 kW / 085 deg to CEAf Arabic, 
very good 
1600-1657 on 17880 BKO 100 kW / 020 deg to NEAf Arabic, 
not on air 
1700-1757 on 13645 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to CEAf 
Swahili, fair/good 
1700-1757 on 15125 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to CEAf 
Swahili, not on air 
1800-1827 on 11640 BKO 100 kW / 085 deg to WCAf 
Hausa, good signal 
1800-1827 on 13645 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to WeAf 
Hausa, not on air 
1830-1927 on 11640 BKO 100 kW / 085 deg to CeAf Arabic, 
very good 
1830-1927 on 13685 BKO 100 kW / 020 deg to NEAf Arabic, 
not on air 
1930-1957 on 11640 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to SoAf 
Portuguese, fair/good 
1930-1957 on 13630 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to SoAf 
Portuguese, not on air 
2000-2127 on 11640 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to CEAf 
English, fair signal 
2000-2127 on 13630 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to CEAf 
English, not on air 
2130-2227 on 11975 BKO 100 kW / 020 deg to WeAf 
French, not on air 
2130-2227 on 13630 BKO 100 kW / 111 deg to CEAf 
French, very poor/JBA 
2230-2357 on 11975 BKO 100 kW / 020 deg to NEAf 
Chinese, not on air 
2230-2357 on 15505 BKO 100 kW / 085 deg to CeAf 
Chinese, very poor/JBA 
2300-2357 on  7295 BKO 100 kW / non-dir to WeAf 
Chinese, very weak 
2300-2357 on 11975 BKO 100 kW / 020 deg to NEAf 
Chinese, not on air *til 1425 on 13685 EMR 500 kW / 072 
deg to CeAs Uyghur VTurkey co-ch``  
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST) 
 

NIGERIA    
New shortwave - Radio Nigeria Abuja on 15120v kHz, Febr 
14 
from 1415 UT on 15119.9 kHz AJA 250 kW 248 deg to 
WeCeAF Hausa, very good 
(Ivo Ivanov-BUL, hcdx via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews Febr 14) 
 
Reception of Voice of Nigeria in English Febr 14 
1600-1630  9689.9*AJA 250 kW 248 deg to WeCeAF 
Arabic/Igbo 
1630&1700  9689.9 AJA 250 kW 248 deg to WeCeAF 
English, good signal 
* blocked by 9690.0 TSH 300 kW 002 deg to NoEaAS 
Japanese Furusato no Kaze 
(Ivo Ivanov-BUL, hcdx via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews Febr 14) 
 
New broadcast of Voice of Nigeria in English, Febr 10 
1630-1800  9689.9 IKO 250 kW 248 deg to WeCeAF 
English, good 
{IKO sic, latter not anymore in service. Rather Abuja site of 
2010 year} 
(Ivo Ivanov-BUL, hcdx via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews Febr 10) 
 

SOUTH AFRICA   
SenTech Meyerton site, RSA/AFS to go off air March 31, 

wmr@wmr.dk
www.wmr.radio
https://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2019/03/china-radio-international-cri-via.html
https://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2019/03/china-radio-international-cri-via.html
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2019 
 
Bye bye SenTech Meyerton RSA! 
 
It is confirmed that SenTech of South Africa is ending SW 
broadcast from 31 March 2019. 
 
So Channel Africa (Old Radio RSA), BBC, AWR. Deutche 
Welle, South Africa Radio League{Amateur Radio Club} etc. 
broadcasting via Meyerton relay site will be only in memory 
shortly. 
(Info via Jeff White-FL-USA, AWR Wavescan of 24 Feb 
2019) 
 
Re: SenTech Meyerton, RSA to go off air March 31, 2019 
 
DW will probably just move the broadcasts to other sites. 
However I will be very curious to see what BBCWS does 
whether they keep the same number of transmitter hours 
from alternate sites, or if cuts are coming in A-19. 
 
Given the financial problems of both SENTECH and the 
SABC, this is no surprise. 
 
I do remember the old Radio RSA and the solid signals the 
Meyerton siteput into North America. Four hours to NA each 
evening on three or four frequencies. But that was half a 
century ago. 
(Stephen Luce-TX-USA, dxld Febr 26) 
 

PUBLICATIONS 
WRTH 2019 B18 updates & Questionnaire  
Dear WRTH reader, 
 
We have uploaded a pdf of updates to the B18 schedules in 
the International section of WRTH 2019. Visit Updates and 
click the "International Updates" link to download the file 
from the WRTH store. 
 
If you haven't yet got your copy of WRTH 2019 you can buy 
one NOW using this link. 
 
Readers in North America can also order copies from 
Universal Radio or Amazon.com.  
Please take a few minutes to give us your thoughts about 
WRTH on the 2019 Questionnaire. 
 
I hope you find the update useful. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Nicholas Hardyman 
Publisher 

 
NEW HISTORY MATERIAL AT 

 
        
< www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, January 27, 2019  --  For most of 
its life, Voice of America QSLs for its foreign relay stations were obtained 
through Washington, and  usually the QSLs were whatever standard VOA 
QSLs were in use at the time.  There were exceptions, however, where 
VOA issued a special verification, or the relay station verified direct.  We 
have gathered together some of these "out of the ordinary" VOA QSLs and 
posted them in a new "Specialized Resources" section called "VOA Foreign 
Relays--QSLs."  Check it out, and let us know if you have any other VOA 
QSLs from the foreign relay sites like these.  --  Jonathan Marks has 

resumed posting "new old" Media Network recordings to the Media Network 
Vintage Vault < 
http://jonathanmarks.libsyn.com/webpage/category/Media%20Network%2
0Archives > Please note that the item in the "Specialized Resources" 
page," "Media Network Vintage Vault: An Index," contains only Vintage 
Vault postings made through 2016.  There were no postings in 2017.  There 
were some in 2018, and now, in 2019, many more are being posted.  We 
will not be indexing this post-2016 material.  For these postings, use the 
search box at the top of the Vintage Vault page, or scan the postings using 
the "Epsiodes" dropdown box at the top of the Vintage Vault page.  For 
more details on using the pre-2017 index with the Vintage Vault, see the 
revised instructions in the latest version of the index, which we posted this 
week.  Many thanks to Jonathan for preserving, and continuing to post, this 
treasure trove of media information.  
 
< www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 3, 2019  --  In Wavescan 
No. N507, November 11, 2018 < 
http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/Wavescan/wavescan181111.html> 
Adrian Peterson told the story of Westinghouse station KFKX, Hastings, 
Nebraska, one of the earliest American shortwave broadcast stations (it 
picked up KDKA on shortwave and relayed it on both shortwave and 
mediumwave).  In Adrian's presentation he describes a QSL booklet issued 
by the station, and since we have a copy, we are posting it under "DX 
History/Stations."  Earlier we posted another pamphlet about KFKX < 
http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/Stations/KFKX_pamphlet.pdf> To see 
the KFKX QSL card, look at < 
http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/American_States_QSLs/American_Stat
es_on_Shortwave-QSLs.html > --   Under "DX History on the Net/Stations 
and Countries on Shortwave," we have added a new URL, "Danish Radio 
at Herstedvester" < 
http://www.danskradio.dk/herstedvesterradiofonistation.html> Anker 
Petersen has brought to our attention this new website about Radio 
Denmark and the Herstedvester transmitter site, which was in operation 
from 1934 to 1990, and also about the Danish Shortwave Club International 
and its "DX-Window" program, and DSWCI's collaboration with Radio 
Denmark.  Although the site is in Danish, Anker has kindly provided English 
translation for the main text.  There are many interesting graphics here, and 
also a number of  English-language recordings, some going back to the 
1960s.  Thanks, Anker.  
 
< www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 10, 2019  --  The BBC's 
Radio Times began weekly publication on September 28, 1923, and for 
many decades it was the BBC's main vehicle for communicating with 
domestic listeners in print.  The mission of the BBC Genome project < 
https://genome.ch.bbc.co.uk/> is to post online much of the information 
contained in The Radio Times from 1923 to 2009, and now they have done 
that.  The issues from 1923 through 1949 are of particular value because 
they are posted online in their original look and format.  After that you get 
only the program listings, and in text format, not in the original page views.  
For the years through 1949, this is a treasure trove of interesting 
information about BBC programs and early radio broadcasting generally.  
Under "DX History/Stations" we have posted a page from the December 9, 
1932 issue, announcing that the BBC Empire Service would commence 
operation on December 19 (the BBC had been testing shortwave since 
1927), and outlining some of the issues with which they were grappling at 
the time.  International listeners were reached through another BBC 
publication, World-Radio, which was published from 1925 to 1939, when it 
was replaced by London Calling.  It would be nice if some day these were 
posted as well.  (Some World-Radio issues are on line at the American 
Radio History website < 
https://www.americanradiohistory.com/World_Radio.htm> )  
 
< www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 17, 2019  --  Under 
"Specialized Resources/Wavescan," we have added an index to our 
collection of Wavescan scripts that are so ably prepared each week by 
Adrian M. Peterson.  All  the Wavescan articles posted on our Wavescan 
page through February 10, 2019 are included in the index.  The entries are 
listed in the index by country, or by subject, or both.  --  We have also added 
over 100 Wavescan stories that have not appeared in our list before.  Many 
of these are from Wavescan programs that aired in 2001-2004, but some 
are from later years.  These new entries are shown in red on our list, and 
are bolded in the new index.  A reminder:  You can do a word search on all 
the posted Wavescan issues by using the search box on our homepage.  -
-  We have also posted four new Wavescan entries:  (1) "What is the Future 
for VOA on the Island of Tinian-1" (Wavescan N518, January 27, 2019); (2) 
"What is the Future for VOA on the Island of Tinian-2" (Wavescan N519, 
February 3, 2019); (3) "Ancient DX Report 1917" (Wavescan N518, 
January 27, 2019); and "The Radio Scene on the Islands of Macau-III" 
(Wavescan N520, February 10, 2019).  --  Finally, we have added  a new 
recording in the "Specialized Resources/The DX Recordings of Colin Miller" 
section.  It is the External Service of Radio Uganda, probably from the late 
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1970s.  
 
< www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, February 24, 2019  --  Jamaica, 
Trinidad, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Curacao, the Windward Islands--they 
are just shortwave memories now.  They didn't have the cachet of 
Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Angola and other "prime DX targets," but 
the Caribbean stations were always fun.  Reception was usually good, and 
the local English-language programming in particular gave an authentic 
feel for life in the islands.  One place that was a little elusive was Barbados, 
whose "shortwave broadcasting" began as a ham project in the 1930s and 
grew into occasional Cable & Wireless relays of local sports matches from 
the 40s into the 60s.  Adrian Peterson has told this story in a past edition 
of Wavescan, and we have added to it in "Barbados Shortwave Redux," 
which is posted under "DX History/Stations."  --  In "Specialized Resources" 
we have added two more "new-old" QSLs to our page "VOA Foreign 
Relays--QSLs," one QSL from Greece and one from the Philippines, both 
1955.  --  And Adrian has favored us with three new pieces of radio history 
in Wavescan 521 (February 17, 2019):  (1) "What is the Future for VOA 
Saipan? - 1"; (2) "Ancient DX Report:  1917, Pt. 2"; and (3) "The Radio 
Scene on Mount Desert Island [Maine]." 

                    (Jerry Berg)⧫ 
 

 
 
Editor: John Wright 
 
E-mail: dxer1234@gmail.com 
 
The Listening Post is all about you, past future and present 
tense.  Members are interested in reading about how you 
started in the hobby, and what you have been doing radio-
wise recently. But we also want to hear about the person 
lurking behind the dials, so feel free to slip in a bit of more 
general life-based discussion. Too, this is the place to 
discuss any and all topics of current interest to radio 
hobbyists, but let’s keep it light and respectful. 
 
Steven Zollo from Emerald Victoria. 
“Only had a handful of SW logs this month and nothing 
special...well maybe a few like Radio Pilipinas 15640 (don't 
think I'd got this station before!) and a suspected Beibu Bay 
radio on 9820 (couldn't ID it unfortunately), but just no time 
to get all the logs set out this month. 
 
However I've found some older pics from 2018 of radio 
related things you might like to use for the mag. 
 
Nothing exciting now I look at them again but one is setting 
up for MW DXing at Port Albert last winter and the other 2 
are shots of trying out at home a squid pole (5m I think) 
inside a umbrella stand base with pegs and rubber bands to 
hold the vertical wire in place”. 
 
Stewart Lessel in Japan. 
He advises that he will be going to London and visiting the 

old Bush house. The BBC. I think Edwin lowe from Sydney 
was the last person to visit Bush house.-ed JW 
 
Bob Emmanuel from Blackheath in the Blue Mountains 
west of Sydney. 
“A Major development at Cherry Lodge here in Blackheath 
when it comes to DXing.”   
  
“My darling wife gave me an ICOM 7300 100Wv Transceiver 
for Christmas! WOW! Without my telling her! Jennie just 
knew what I’d like!  I had an Emtron 8.5m trap vertical so I 
put that up and the DX I am receiving on the Icom 7300 is 
just magnificent!” 
 
“I thought my R8500 and Sony AN1 active antenna was 
great – but WOW the DX that Emtron/7300, combination is 
pulling is just amazing. Beats the R8500 and Sony Active 
antenna – WOW! Big Time. Haven’t hit the Tx Button. Yet…. 
Bob VK2FRMA” 
 
Bob and his wife run a Bed & Breakfast lodge so anyone 
wants a B & B to stay why not Bob’s!  contact Bob 02 47 
875558 -jw 
 
John Wright Roselands NSW 
ICOM R75 EWE 255 Degrees  
Reports to Radio Romania 17780 0630. 
“Just been too busy but a lot of work has gone into the club. 
Wyong Field day well good to see some folks that I have not 
seen for a while. Tomorrow going over to my mate’s place 
to put the Variac onto the TRIO 9R59DS that I acquired last 
week. Also, someone in the USA is selling a whole lot of 
Collins R390 and R390A. Wonder if Mr Williams from 
Victoria will import some of these basket cases. You need 
to be a genius how to put these together and tune them to 
peak load. Sadly Radio south Africa Meyerton site is closing 
31 March. However, all sorts of sites now may get extra air 
time, i.e., Madagascar”.  
 
The TRIO 9R59DS looked good that was bought for $120-
00 at the field day, my mate Robbie Varga wanted to power 
up with out looking at the complete inside of the set. Well, I 
said no we should have a look. Sure enough some idiot had 
put aluminium foil around the power transformer.  Had we 
been touching the set when power applied. ONE FLASH 
and WE WERE ASH. 
 
I cannot think why someone would do something so stupid. 
So beware this is the first ever set well I will use the word 
booby trapped! 
 
We rang Ian O'Toole and told him, he never heard of 
anything so stupid. The foil was very neatly covering the 
power transformer so that was deliberate. Never trust 
anyone or anybody when it comes to powered radio or 
anything else electrical.  I have kept the foil as reminder to 
myself!   
 
QSLs Unique Radio via WINB 9265 
 
QSL Review 
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United states of America. WINB  Red Lion PA, USA. FD card 
has the red white blue and the American card. V/Signer Fred 
Wise. Air in 8 weeks for 1 USD rp. (Wright) 
 
Ladders score 
172 8 636 1628 
 
Craig Seager, Bathurst NSW 
 
“Well, another Wyong has come and gone. The law of 
diminishing returns seems to be operating, with fewer flea 
market operators, not many commercial sellers, and a 
generally lower energy level.  I guess we’ll keep going while 
there is something scheduled, as it is a day out, but 
unfortunately there is less to look at and experience. I did 
pick up a Russian Cold War receiver, though, and Omega 
R-311.  Just got to fire it up when I find a suitable 2.5V 
battery”.  
 

 
Broadcast Band & FM News     
Editor: John Wright 
 
E-mail: dxer1234@gmail.com 
 
Postal contributions to John Wright, 71 Hilton Avenue, 
Roselands 2196 N.S.W. 
 
John Smith in Brisbane reports 1197 Brisbane is off air. 9 
Feb. 
 
Chris Martin from Ormeau in the Gold Coast hinterland has 
another wonderful Trail: 
 
“Hello folks, Yank cx are on the improve of late though Latins 
will be on the go soon. I understand that 4SB 1071 Kingaroy 
has made some adjustments to its SWR and is now 1 to 1. 
Oh how the signal has lifted. Makes for tough splatter to 
KNX. Can still hear the Yank but not arm chair copy as it use 
to be. Interesting to hear C2C px on 650. My best guess is 
KENI w/50Kw out of Anchorage. Heard it // to KFI’s C2C px. 
Keep your ears on. Cheers.” 
 
MW Trail: Chris Martin, Ormeau Qld. 
AOR 7030+ with 450 meter beverage aimed 70deg. Stations 
heard through February. 
 
558 1112 Radio Fiji Suva dominant over 4GY 

w/spoken px in Fijian. 
580  0735 KMJ Fresno w/spot for ‘Truckers.com’ 

trucker news. Strong. 
590  0815 KSSK  Honolulu spot for Ala Moana shops 

20% off sales. 
640 1148 KFI Los Ageles with C2C, strong. 
650  0950 KPRP Honolulu w/Hawaiian sports into 

Filipino song. 
650 1149 KENI tentative Anchorage possibly. Strong 

with C2C same as KFI. 
670 0843 R.Rebelde, mult sites. Cuban mx // 5025 

680 1140 KNBR San Francisco. w/ “Sports Lab on 
KNBR”. Strong. 

730 0922 CHMJ Vancouver. ”Canada’s most listened 
to traffic station”. 

740 1137 KTRH Houston “News Radio 740 KTRH call 
given. 

780 1139 KOH Reno on top w/WBBM under. Good. 
830 0937 KHVH Honolulu .spot for Ariz State Uni 

courses. Regular. 
840 0850 KMPH Modesto. The one here with 

religious talk. Dominant. 
870 1128 WWL New Orleans w/ New Orleans wx. 
880 0812 KRVN Lexington. w/Fox sports item. 

Dominant. 
910 1148 KKSF Oakland dominates. Spot for Ad 

Council. 
940 1142 KFIG Fresno “Weekend Sport on ESPN 

Radio” Powerhouse sig. 
950 0822 KJR Seattle item on Oklahoma Cowboys. 

Sports. 
960 1137 KNEW Oakland dominant w/Bloomberg. A 

bit of a trick this one gives                                                              
……………….east coast t/c’s. Running Wall Street 
news. 

1050 1137 KTCT San Mateo semi local sig. Excellent 
w/sports. ESPN. 

1070 0848 KNX Los Angeles.”on CBS News Radio 
KNX 10-70”. 

1120 0908 KPNW Eugene on C2C dominant. 
1210 1115 KPRZ San Marcos the one here with 

religious songs. 
1360 0820 KKMO  Tacoma tentative with Mex nx item. 
 1500 1130 XEDF Mexico C. on “Formula 

Noticias”. Growl here from Peruvian. 
1540 0920 KREA Honolulu w/Korean talk. 
1570 1010 XERF C.Acuna on top with Ranchera. 
 

Changes to Katherine NT Radio Services 
Listeners of Katherine commercial radio station Hot 100 
(8HOT) on 765 kHz AM may soon have to change their dial 
if the ACMA accepts a proposal by the station. 
 
The proposal would see 8HOT swap from AM to FM 
transmission in Katherine. Darwin listeners already enjoy 
8HOT in FM. 
 
‘FM radio provides improved audio quality for listeners in 
regional areas and can be more cost-effective to operate 
than AM radio,’ said ACMA Chair Nerida O’Loughlin. 
‘A number of regional commercial radio stations are seeking 
to convert their services to FM under an industry-led 
conversion program. The ACMA will facilitate a conversion 
after taking a number of issues into account. These include 
availability of suitable spectrum and being satisfied that 
audiences in regional areas do not lose radio services under 
that proposal,’ Ms O’Loughlin said. 
 
‘We now want to hear from the local Katherine audience 
their views on the conversion proposal,’ Ms O’Loughlin said. 
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Submissions on the Katherine proposal are due by 28 
February 2019. More information about the AM-FM 
conversion is available here. 
 
If the ACMA approves the conversion, the timing of the 
transition would be up to the broadcaster.   
(ACMA Press Release) 
 
According to recent news, the following AM to FM 
conversions are about to occur here in Australia: 
 98.9MHz 7AD Devonport Tas AUS - Convert from 900kHz 
AM (FM transmissions commence on 01/03/19). 
100.9MHz 7BU Burnie Tas AUS - Convert from 558kHz AM 
(FM transmissions commence on 01/03/2019). 
AM transmissions of both stations will continue for about 
three weeks or so, before closing down. 
 
Also, 540kHz 7SD Scottsdale Tas AUS is soon planned for 
an AM to FM conversion. Both AM and FM frequencies 
planned to be used indefinitely with this particular station. 
No further details on this at the moment. 
(Robert Copeman, ICDX) 
 

 
 

Clippings 
Radio Related Stories from the World Press  

Edited by Craig Seager 
 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com 
 
ACMA Names Successful ATM Tender 
Date : 01 / 02 / 2019 
 
A media release was issued late Friday afternoon with an 
update on the Approach to Market (ATM) "tender" for the 
ACMA deed related functions. 
 
The successful tenderer is the University of Tasmania 
through the Australian Maritime College. 
 

The WIA congratulates the Australian Maritime College. 
 
The announcement from the ACMA indicates that services 
will will not be delivered in full until some time after 25 
February 2019 - the ACMA will be undertaking some of 
these functions until the AMC is ready. 
 
Amateur callsign recommendations will no longer be 
processed by the WIA. All Callsign queries should now be 
directed to the ACMA 
 
The WIA has provided the ACMA with a proposal to 
transition out of the deed between the ACMA and the WIA. 
This proposal is yet to be formally accepted by the ACMA. 
(WIA News) 

 
WIA Position on Outcomes of the 
Approach to Market for Examination 
Services. 
As you are no doubt aware the Australian Communications 
and Media Authority (ACMA) have recently announced the 
signing of the Deed of arrangement between the Australian 
Maritime College (AMC) for the provision of examination 
and other services. 
 
The AMC have subsequently released their pricing and 
preliminary information on other processes. 
 
The result of the negotiations between the AMC bid team 
and ACMA procurement has resulted in the “headline” entry 
price to the hobby of Amateur Radio rising: 
 
  $75 to $115 (Foundation Assessment, Practical 
Assessment & Callsign Recommendation) for adults - an 
increase of over 140%, (WIA’s proposal was $49) 
  $40 to $115 (Foundation Assessment, Practical 
Assessment & Callsign Recommendation) for youth - an 
astonishing 285% increase. (WIA’s proposal was $27) 
 
The WIA board and the Education Group is horrified by the 
existential risk that this creates for the hobby of Amateur 
Radio, especially given the widespread community support 
(at both a local and international level) for attracting younger 
participants to the hobby. 
 
Not only has the process increased costs and failed to 
provide continuity (despite solutions to this being offered by 
the WIA), the processes described by the AMC in their 
recent release paint a picture of an exam service that, in the 
opinion of the Education Group, is of a significantly lower 
standard than that which was previously offered by the WIA 
and vastly inferior to that which the WIA proposed. 
 
A succession of royal commissions have demonstrated the 
consequences of decision making that fails to consider the 
customer. 
 
The only rational conclusion the WIA can draw is that the 
AMC, parties to the AMC bid and those involved in the 
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ACMA procurement process have weighted political, 
commercial and personal factors ahead of their customers’, 
the community and the hobby of Amateur Radio. 
 
The WIA, as the only Amateur Radio organisation that is 
demonstrably committed to furthering the hobby, remains 
committed to resolving this situation for the benefit of our 
members and the community we represent. 
 
On behalf of the WIA Board. 
 
Justin Giles-Clark 
President & Director 
(WIA Press Release) 
 
Looks like another example of rampant commercialisation of 
a public service -cs.  
 

TWR Marks 65 Years in Ministry 
By Beth StolickerFebruary 25, 2019  
 
International (MNN) – On Friday, Trans World Radio, who 
strives to share God’s Word through mixed media, marked 
65 years in ministry. 
A 65-Year History 
 
TWR’s first-ever broadcast aired from Tangier in Northern 
Africa on February 22, 1954. In a press release, TWR says 
this first broadcast reached across “the Strait of Gibraltar to 
Span, where Protestants were a vanishingly small minority” 
facing governmental bans on evangelism and even 
discrimination. 
 
Paul Freed and Burt Reed in the studio in Tangier, 1957 
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Then, when Morocco gained its independence and Tangier 
was reunited with the country, TWR was asked to leave. The 
organization moved to Monte Carlo and shared a facility with 
Radio Monte Carlo. During the day, Radio Monte Carlo 
when to work, and at night TWR took over. It was here 
where TWR really began to have a global influence. 
 
Ten years after the first broadcast, TWR was reaching most 
of Europe and expanding further into the world. Through 
radio, the ministry slipped into areas no Christian worker 
could, like the Iron Curtain. Radio has a way of providing 
information regardless of governmental regulations. It has 
been key in TWR sharing God’s Word across the globe, 
expanding to the ends of the earth. 
TWR Today 
 
“We’re still in broadcast. We have 21 transmitting locations 
around the globe, high power transmitters of anywhere from 
200,000 to 500,000 to a million wats. We talk [to] a potential 
listening audience on the air of 4.2 billion people each and 
every day. Then globally, digitally, we talk to about 40,000-
50,000 people on our app, TWR 360, every day,” President 
and CEO of TWR, Lauren Libby says. 
 

 
Paul Freed and Burt Reed in the studio in Tangier, 1957 (Photo 
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TWR broadcasts in 230 languages in 190 countries with an 
average audience age of 16 to 18-year-olds and up. This 
means the organization is reaching every country on this 
planet apart from six. Plus, it’s reaching multiple generations 
through cross-platform promoting via radio, social media, 
print, digital media, apps, and more. 
Experiencing God 
 
Even with the vast reach TWR has today, what continues to 
lead the ministry to say, “this is God” is not the number of 
people reached, but the individual stories of these people. 
 
“I was with a young couple in Northern Syria about a year 
and a half ago who had just come into a relationship with 
Jesus Christ as a result of listening on the radio and listening 
to some children’s drama that had been distributed into the 
refugee camps. And then you begin to look at others…it’s 
an individual life, one at a time,” Libby says. 
 
“People don’t come into the Kingdom in groups. They come 
in one at a time and they’re affected and our goal’s to help 
them meet the closest friend they’ve ever had, when they 
finally meet Jesus face to face.” 
 
Libby says as technology shifts and morphs, the ministry is 
trying to adjust, too. For example, TWR is experimenting in 
what it could look like to broadcast via short-wave or 
medium-wave via digital means transmitting into a receiver. 
Plus, as technology shifts, more opportunities tend to open. 
(Mission Network News) 
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